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Let L be a lattice in a quadratic space over a non-dyadic local field. We shall 
answer the question: What are the lattices whose unit groups coincide with that of 
L? I f  the residue class field has more than three elements the question is easy. In 
this case such a lattice must be aL or I&# with a fractional ideal a and the dual 
lattice I,# by Satz 2 of A. Kallmann, M. Kneser, and U. Stuhler (J. Reine Angew. 
Math. 258 (1978), 51-54) or Theorem 5.2 of C. R. Riehm (Amer. J. Math. 89 
(1967), 549-577). But it is not easy in the case of the residue class field of three 
elements. 
Let F be a non-dyadic local field. So F is a field with a non-trivial 
complete discrete valuation and o/p is a finite field of characteristic # 2, 
where o is the ring of integers in F and p = KO is the unique maximal ideal of 
o. Assume that the residue class field o/p consists of three elements. B and Q 
denote a symmetric bilinear form and the associated quadratic form on a 
quadratic space respectively. We say that L is a lattice if it is a finitely 
generated o-module and FL is a regular quadratic space. O(FL) denotes the 
orthogonal group of FL. When (x1,..., x,} is an orthogonal basis of L with 
a, = Q(x,), we write L = [x ,,..., x,,] z (a, ,..., a,). The dual lattice of L is 
L#={xEFL;B(x,L)Eo}. Thus L M = L. The unit group of L is O(L) = 
{u E O(FL); Lo = L}. For two lattices L and M we write L NM if L = ahf 
for some fractional ideal a. Hence O(L) = O(M) if L N M or L# N M. 
A two-dimensional latice H is said to be hyperbolic if it is modular and 
isotropic, i.e., if H = [x, y] g ( x’, 4). Then we define the associated lattice 
of H to be 
H+= {zEH; Q(z)rr= 1 modp}UpH 
and 
H- = {Z E H; Q(Z) K-’ = - 1 mod p) U PH. 
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Thus it is clear that H+ = [x, ny], H- = [xx, y] and H+#- H-. We can 
easily see that O(H) = O(H+) = O(H-). The following Lemma is equivalent 
to Sat2 3 in [I]. 
LEMMA 1. Let L and M be lattices so that FL = FM and L = 
L,l .a. IL, be a Jordan splitting, where Li is p’i-modular. Then 
O(L) c O(M) if and only if the following (#) holds: 
M = $M, i . .a I p’“M,,,, 
ti > t; and t:l t ri < tj t  rj if ri < rj, 
Mi E {Li, L:> L,}, 
f!’ = t. I I if M,=L,, 
=ti+ 1 if M,#L,. 
68 
Remark. In the case that the residue class field o/p has more than three 
elements we have an analogous lemma by putting Mi = Li for all i in the 
Lemma 1. Hence it follows that O(L) = O(M) if and only if L NM or 
L#-M. 
LEMMA 2. Let L = L, I L, and M be lattices so that FL = FM. If 
O(L) = O(M) then M = M, 1 M, and O(Li) = O(Mi) with Mi = FL, n M 
for i= 1,2. 
ProoJ: Consider the isometry u E O(L) such that 
(Yl + Yz> 0 = Y1- Yz for y, EFL, and y, E FL,. 
For any x= y, + y2 E M with y, E FL, and y, E FL, we have 2y, = 
xu + x E M since cr E O(M). Thus y, E Mn FL, since 2 is a unit in D. 
Similarly y, E M n FL,. This implies that M = M, 1 M,. It is easy to show 
that O(Li) = O(Mi). 
LEMMA 3. Assume that L and M are two-dimensional lattices so that 
FL = FM. Then O(L) = O(M) if and only if L NM, L#- M, L - M+, 
L-M-,L+ -MorL--M. 
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. The necessity follows from Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 4. If L = [x1,..., x,] and M be lattices so that FL = FM. Put 
Q(x,) D = psi. IfO(L) = O(M) and s, > sz t 3 then L -M or L#- M. 
Proof By Lemma 2 we have M = p’lx, + . . . t ptnx,, and 0(0X, t OXj) = 
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O(pfixi + pfjxj). By Lemma 3 we have one of the following: (1) ti = tj, 
(2) ti + pi = tj + ~j, (3) Si = Sj and Ii - tj = k 1 and (4) Si + 2ti = Sj + 2tj and 
ti - tj = f 1. Since S, > s2 + 3 we have t, = t, or t, + S, = t, •l- s2. Replace M 
by M# if t, + s, = t, t s2, and we can assume that t, = t,. Suppose t, # t,. 
Then we have one of the above conditions (2)-(4), where i = 1 and j = 3. 
Similarly we have one of the above conditions (2~(4), where i = 2 andj = 3. 
Combining these two conditions we have a contradiction to the fact that si > 
s2 t 3. Hence t, = t, = . . . = t,, so L NM. 
We define a doubly hyperbolic lattice of exponent r to be D = H, I pH,, 
where H, and Hz are p’-i-modular hyperblic lattices. Then p’D#= H, I pH, 
is also a doubly hyperbolic lattices of exponent r. The associated lattices of 
D are 
D+=H:lH; and D-=H;lH+ 2’ 
Hence D+ = ({z E D; Q(z)&~ SE 1 mod p} U pD) + ({z E p”D”; 
Q(z) x1-‘s -1 mod p) U p’+‘D#). Similarly for D-. Thus Df and D- are 
also doubly hyperbolic lattices of exponent r. It is clear that Df ’ = 
D-- = D, Dip = D-+ = p’@, D+” = p-‘D- and D-#= p-‘D+. 
Let J, and J2 be lattices so that FJ, = FJ,. We say that J, and J, are of 
the same type of exponent r if there is a doubly hyperbolic lattice D of 
exponent r such that D’ = J, i . . . and D” = J, i . . . for some D’, D” E 
(D, D+, D-, p’D#}. 
THEOREM. Let L and M be lattices so that FL = FM. Then 
O(L) = O(M) if and only if one of the following holds: 
(1) L-M, 
(2) L#-M, 
(3) L - K I J, and M - K I J,, where K is p’-modular or {O}, J, and 
J, are of the same type of exponent r, 
(4) L - H; I H, and M - pH, I HI, where H, (resp. Hz) is a p’-‘- 
(resp. pr-) modular hyperbolic lattice and H;’ (resp. H;) is one of the 
associated lattices of H, (resp. HZ). 
Proof: The sufficiency. If one of the conditions (l)-(3) holds then we 
have O(L) = O(M) by Lemma 1. If (4) holds then we have D’ = J, I J; and 
D” = J, I J; with D’, D” E {D, D+, D-, p’D#} for some doubly hyperbolic 
lattice D of exponent r. By Lemma 1 we have O(K I D’) = O(K I D”). 
Hence O(L) = O(M) by Lemma 2. The necessity. Assume that neither (1) 
nor (2) holds. By Lemma 4, a Jordan splitting of L is written as L = L,-, l. 
Lr~L,t,, where L, is ps-modular or {O}. By Lemma 1 we have M = 
p’Mr-11 P’M, 1 P%,+ 1 with MS E {L,, L:, L;} and i, j, k satisfying the 
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conditions described in Lemma 1. By our assumption and Lemma 4 we have 
one of the following cases: 
6) M,+L,, M,-, =L,-, # {0} and M,+, =Lrfl f {0}, 
(ii) M,=L,,M,-,#L,-, andM,+,#L,+,, 
(iii) M,=L,,M,-,=L,-, andM,+,#L,+,, 
(iii’) M,=L,., M,-,#L,-, andM,+,=L,.+,, 
(iv) M,=L,,M,-,=L,_,#{O}andM,+,=L,+,#(O}. 
In case (i) we have i = k + 1 and j = k. Hence we have a Jordan splitting 
of p-94, 
P-kM = OX J- P(L,-, + P-1L,+ 1) 1 py, 
where L,= Ix, y]. By Lemma 1, L,-, + p-‘I,,,, must be hyperbolic since 
L = ox I p-‘p(L,-, + L,, 1) I p-‘py. Thus we have (4). In case (ii) we 
have i = j = k + 1, so we have a Jordan splitting of p -‘M, 
where L,- 1 = [x, y] z (C1e, -C’E) and L,+, = [m, nv] E (n’+lq, 
-nrf’q) with E,VE (*I). Since L=[x,7cu]IL,lp-‘p[y,71u] we can 
conclude that [x, u] and [y, u] are hyperbolic by Lemma 1, and that 
-q = -1 mod p, i.e., E = 9. This gives (3) with K = L,, J, = [x, y] 1 p[u, u] 
and J,=[x,v]lp[y,u]. In case (iii) we have i=k+l or i=k+2 if 
L r-1 # (01. Replacing M with M# if the latter occurs we can assume i = 
k+1.Soj=k+1ifL,#{O}.HencewehaveaJordansplittingofp-k-‘M, 
4 -k-‘A!f= (L,-1+ ox) i L, 1 py, 
where L,, L = [7cx, ny]. Since L = (L,- L + px) I L, I py we can conclude 
that L,-, + ox is hyperbolic by Lemma 1. This gives (3) with K = L,, J, = 
L r-1 1 p[x, y] and J, = (L,-, + px) I py; a similar proof holds in case 
(iii’). In case (iv) we have i - k E {O, 1,21. By our assumption we have 
i - k = 1. Replacing M with W if necessary we can assume j = k. Hence we 
have a Jordan splitting of P-~A~, 
!ckA4=L, 1 (pL,-, 1 L,,,). 
Since L = L, 1 p-‘(pL,-, I pL,+,) we can conclude that pL,-, IL,+, is 
hyperbolic by Lemma 1. This gives (3) with K = L,, J, = L,-, 1 Lrtl and 
J, = P&, -I- L,, 1. 
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